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Double sided rotating filing system can save substantially on floor 
space. By simply rotating the inner ‘cube’, you can get fast and easy 
access to 50% of your filing. 

When space is at a premium the introduction of a storewall can offer 
the ultimate in office storage. 

Tambour units not only provide valuable storage in any office, they 
also contribute to saving space, as the doors roll into the unit rather 
than opening out. 

For a cost effective, space saving solution and to ensure the best use 
of valuable floor space, invest in mobile storage. 

Usually used to accompany desks, pedestals are generally used to store 
stationary, documents needed on a daily basis and personal items.  
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A versatile piece of office furniture and adaptable to many rooms and 
spaces is the bookcase. Ideal for putting your book collection on, but 
they can also be used for reference material, files and media, or even 
to display awards. 

Whether relocating or refurbishing your existing space, one of the main considerations must be 
storage. With so many different solutions available, there’s bound to be one that suits your needs and 
budget. 

Whether you need to transport files between home and work or your 
office operates a ‘hot-desking’ policy, portable personal storage could 
be the answer. These units help you be as flexible as your workspace. 

Lockers, used to store employee personal items, especially useful in 
environments where space around the desk is limited. 
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Cupboards can have standard, lateral filing and pull-out shelves or 
even a mixture, making them a multipurpose storage solution. 

The traditional filing cabinet inhabits almost every office, it is the 
most commonly used piece of office storage. 
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